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Author correction: Synchronized 
Biventricular Heart pacing in a 
closed-chest porcine Model based 
on Wirelessly powered Leadless 
pacemakers
Hongming Lyu  , Mathews John, David Burkland, Brian Greet, Allison post, Aydin Babakhani 
& Mehdi Razavi
Correction to: Scientific Reports https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-020-59017-z, published online 07 February 2020
This Article contains a typographical error in the Results section, under subheading ‘Pacemaker design’ where,
“Adding a Ctune of 82 µF in parallel with Rx coil tunes the SRF to be at around 13.56 MHz ISM band.”
should read:
“Adding a Ctune of 82 pF in parallel with Rx coil tunes the SRF to be at around 13.56 MHz ISM band.”
Additionally, the Acknowledgements section in this Article is incomplete.
“We thank Dr. B. Aazhang and Dr. J. Cavallaro for helpful discussions.”
should read:
"The animal research was supported by the Sultan Qaboos Chair in Cardiology at the St. Luke’s Foundation and 
the device development was supported by UCLA internal funding. We also thank Dr. B. Aazhang and Dr. J. 
Cavallaro for helpful discussions."
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